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ABSTRACT Steered molecular dynamics (SMD) is used to investigate forced unfolding and spontaneous refolding of
immunoglobulin I27, a domain of the muscle protein titin. Previous SMD simulations revealed the events leading to
stretch-induced unfolding of I27, the rupture of hydrogen bonds bridging b-strands A and B, and those bridging b-strands
A9 and G, the latter rupture occurring at an extension of ;15 Å and preceding the complete unfolding. Simulations are now
used to study the refolding of partially unfolded I27 domains. The results reveal that stretched domains with ruptured
interstrand hydrogen bonds shrink along the extension direction. Two types of refolding patterns are recognized: for
separated b-strands A9 and G, in most simulations five of the six hydrogen bonds between A9 and G stably reformed in 2 ns,
whereas for separated b-strands A and B hydrogen bonds seldom reformed in eight 2-ns simulations. The mechanical
stability of the partially refolded intermediates has been tested by re-stretching.
INTRODUCTION
Titin, a giant protein (;3000 kDa,;1 mm long) of muscle
sarcomere, is primarily composed of;300 modules in two
motif types, immunoglobulin (Ig) and fibronectin type III
(FnIII) domains (Maruyama, 1997; Wang, 1996). It is the
longest covalently linked protein known and is coded by the
longest gene identified in the human genome (Consortium,
2001). Among the various functional roles that titin plays,
providing passive elasticity under tension is important for
muscle extensibility and has attracted extensive studies
(Erickson, 1994; Labeit and Kolmerer, 1995; Granzier et al.,
1996; Labeit et al., 1997; Linke et al., 1999). It has been
well established that the sarcomere I-band of titin, consist-
ing of mainly poly-Ig repeats and a PEVK domain (rich in
proline, glutamic acid, valine, and lysine residues), contrib-
utes to titin extensibility under tension (Labeit and Kol-
merer, 1995; Granzier et al., 1996; Erickson, 1997; Linke et
al., 1998). Due to a large number of charged residues in its
structure, the PEVK domain of I-band titin cannot form
stable tertiary structure folds and, hence, easily elongates to
develop passive tension under small forces (Labeit and
Kolmerer, 1995). Tandem Ig domains, the other main elas-
tic elements in I-band titin, were also speculated to unfold
upon stretch in physiological conditions, and in particular
under overstretched conditions (Erickson, 1997; Granzier et
al., 1996; Linke et al., 1999; Minajeva et al., 2001). Re-
cently a third elastic element, a sequence insertion, I-band
isoform N2-B, has been found to account for the passive
elasticity of cardiac muscle (Linke et al., 1999). The ele-
ment, however, seems to be unique to the N2-B isoform.
To study the mechanical properties of Ig-like domains
under extreme conditions, atomic force microscopy (AFM)
and optical tweezers have been utilized to reversibly unfold
titin Ig and FnIII domains (Rief et al., 1997; Carrion-
Vazquez et al., 1999; Kellermayer et al., 1997; Tskhovre-
bova et al., 1997). To exclude heterogeneous effects, polypro-
teins composed of identical I27 or I28 modules were
genetically engineered and unraveled in AFM experiments
(Oberhauser et al., 1999; Marszalek et al., 1999; Li et al., 2000;
Fisher et al., 2000). Analysis of the sawtooth force-extension
profiles revealed that the unfolding of domains occurs in
two steps: forces above 50 pN extend the domains by;6 Å
and forces above 150–200 pN extend the domains further,
leading then to a complete unfolding of the domains.
The experimental observations required an interpretation
in terms of the architecture of the I27 domain, a double
b-sheet structure shown in Fig. 1a. For this purpose,
steered molecular dynamics (SMD) simulations have been
conducted to provide a detailed atomic level picture of
forced unfolding of individual, solvated Ig or FnIII domains
(Lu et al., 1998; Lu and Schulten, 1999a, 2000; Marszalek
et al., 1999; Krammer et al., 1999; Craig et al., 2001, Paci
and Karplus, 1999, 2000). The simulations of I27 suggested
that the two steps of unfolding indicated in AFM experi-
ments correspond to two sequential events of interstrand
hydrogen bond rupture. The two sets of hydrogen bonds are
the three hydrogen bonds connectingb-strands A and B and
the six bridging betweenb-strands A9 and G. The first set of
hydrogen bonds breaks at weak forces of 50–150 pN and
results in a 4–7 Å extension of the domain (Fig. 1b), which
explains the minor event of;6 Å deviation from the posi-
tion of the major force peak in the extension-force profile
recorded in AFM experiments (Marszalek et al., 1999). The
second set breaks at stronger forces of 100–300 pN and
thereby initiates the complete unfolding (Fig. 1c). The
sampling on SMD simulations also provides a match to
AFM and chemical denaturation experiments on the amount
of energy required to cross the main potential barrier (Car-
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rion-Vazquez et al., 1999; Lu and Schulten, 1999b). More-
over, the SMD simulations revealed that water molecules
fluctuate around the backbone atoms during barrier crossing
and attack interstrand hydrogen bonds, thereby assisting the
unfolding of I27 domains (Lu and Schulten, 2000). Re-
cently, a lattice model (Klimov and Thirumalai, 1999) and
an off-lattice model (Klimov and Thirumalai, 2000) had
been used to simplify the forced unfolding simulations of
I27. Combined with dynamic force spectroscopy theory
(Evans and Ritchie, 1997, 1999) the results from these
simulations, so-called steered Langevin dynamics simula-
tions, gave good predictions of rupture forces measured in
AFM experiments on I27.
If Ig-like domains need to unfold to fulfil their physio-
logical role, they must be able to do it reversibly. The
reversible unfolding has been demonstrated indeed in both
AFM and optical tweezer experiments (Rief et al., 1997;
Carrion-Vazquez et al., 1999; Kellermayer et al., 1997;
Tskhovrebova et al., 1997). In AFM experiments, it takes no
less than 1 s for an I27 module to completely refold (Car-
rion-Vazquez et al., 1999). A faster refolding rate of;20
s21 of human fibronectin FnIII domains was reported in
chemical experiments (Plaxco et al., 1996, 1997), and a
refolding rate of;42 s21 of FnIII domains of tenascin was
estimated in AFM experiments (Oberhauser et al., 1998).
These refolding rates are, however, much faster than spon-
taneous unfolding rates, which typically range from 1023 to
1025 s21 (Fong et al., 1996; Clarke et al., 1997; Rief et al.,
1997; Carrion-Vazquez et al., 1999). Due to the limited
resolution of current experimental instruments, we know
little about the characteristic of the refolding pathway of
Ig-like domains at the atomic level. With MD tools that
complement the experimental techniques one can character-
ize the refolding pathway, especially the reformation of
interstrand hydrogen bonds.
Starting from partially unfolded structures of the FnIII9
domain of fibronectin at different stages of unfolding, Paci
and Karplus (1999) have simulated the refolding by using
an implicit solvent model. Their simulations, however,
showed an unnaturally fast refolding process that lasted
,50 ps, which is even shorter than the time they spent on
simulated stretching; refoldings also ended in non-native
secondary structures.
In this paper we will simulate the refolding process
starting from different stages of partially unfolded I27 in-
termediates by using an explicit solvent model. The energy
of two sets of hydrogen bonds, which involve the minor and
major unfolding events characterized above, will be ana-
lyzed to characterize the refolding process. The simulations
correspond to the final stages of the I27 folding process and
the formation of the key force-bearing element of the do-
main that secures the integrity of the protein under external
forces. We will demonstrate that water-protein interactions
play an important role during refolding. To test the mechan-
ical elasticity of the refolded proteins, external forces are
applied to the resulting structures from two of the refolding
simulations.
METHODS
We started our simulations on model immunoglobulin I27 domains that
had been partially unfolded in previous studies through the application of
FIGURE 1 Representative snapshots of the 750 pN constant force unfolding scenario of titin immunoglobulin domain I27: (a) native structure; (b)
intermediate at extension of 10 Å; (c) intermediate at extension of 15 Å. In snapshot (b) the hydrogen bonds between strands A and B have been ruptured.
In snapshot (c) the interstrand hydrogen bonds between A and B and A9 and G have been ruptured. Green (sheet ABED) and orange (sheet A9GFC) denote
the two b-sheets of I27, except that the residues involved in hydrogen bonds betweenb-strands A and B are shown in blue, and residues involved in
hydrogen bonds betweenb-strands A9 and G are shown in red. Hydrogen bonds are represented as thick black dotted lines, and broken hydrogen bonds
as thin lines.
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750 picoNewton (pN) constant forces (Lu and Schulten, 2000). The pre-
stretched proteins were allowed to relax spontaneously for 2 ns and were
then stretched by applying constant-force SMD protocols to them. The
simulations carried out are listed in Table 1.
Eight I27 unfolding intermediates sk (k 5 1, 2, . . . , 8)were selected
from two independent SMD unfolding simulation trajectories, SMD(nat)1
and SMD(nat)2 (Lu and Schulten, 2000), as shown in Fig. 2.These
intermediates can be classified as two sets: AB intermediates sk (k 5 1, 2,
3), named after the disruption of the interstrand hydrogen bonds only
betweenb-strands A and B during forced unfolding, and A9G intermediate
sk (k 5 4–8), where all six hydrogen bonds betweenb-strand A9 and G
were ruptured. The AB intermediates s1 and s2 were selected at 200 ps and
299 ps from trajectories of SMD(nat)1 and SMD(nat)2, respectively. Inter-
mediate s3 was selected after the hydrogen bonds betweenb-strands A and
B had been broken for;110 ps in SMD(nat)1. The intermediates s4 to s8
were selected at time steps no less than 1000 ps from SMD(nat)1 and
SMD(nat)2 after all six hydrogen bonds betweenb-strand A9 and G were
broken. Each of the simulations describing the refolding of the intermedi-
ates sk, referred to below as R(sk), was carried out for 2 ns. In these
simulations no external forces were applied, permitting the domains to
refold. To start these simulations we have used restart files to initiate the
simulations for R(s3), R(s4), and R(s8) with actual atomic velocities,
whereas in the other five refolding simulations the velocities of atoms were
randomly assigned according to Maxwellian distributions for a temperature
of 300 K.
Simulations R(sk) lead to resulting structures denoted as s9k. For s93 and
s94 a second simulation was carried out, referred to as SMD(s93) and
SMD(s94), in which constant forces of 100 pN and 750 pN were applied to
the Ca atom of the C-terminus residue of the I27 modules, the Ca atom of
the N-terminus being fixed, and the force being directed along the vector
connecting the initial positions of the N-terminus to the C-terminus.
FIGURE 2 Extension-time profiles from simulations SMD(nat)1 and
SMD(nat)2, adapted from Lu and Schulten (2000). Eight frames sk (k 5
1 2 8) were selected from two trajectories as the initial structures for the
refolding simulations R(sk) (k 5 1 2 8), as indicated by circles and arrows.
Three of the structures, s1 (200 ps), s2 (299 ps), and s3 (311 ps), have
hydrogen bonds betweenb-strands A and B broken (Fig. 1b), while the
other five structures, s4 (1000 ps), s5 (1010 ps), s6 (1067 ps), s7 (1072 ps),
and s8 (1085 ps) have all the hydrogen bonds betweenb-strands A9 and G
and betweenb-strands A and B broken (Fig. 1c).
TABLE 1 Sequences of simulations utilized in this study
Step 1 Unfolding Force (pN) Initial Structure Time (ps) Resulting Structure
SMD(nat)1 750 nativeI27 200 s1
3 SMD(nat)2 750 nativeI27 299 s2
stretch SMD(nat)1 750 nativeI27 311 s3
SMD(nat)2 750 nativeI27 1000 s4
SMD(nat)2 750 nativeI27 1010 s5
SMD(nat)1 750 nativeI27 1067 s6
SMD(nat)1 750 nativeI27 1072 s7
SMD(nat)2 750 nativeI27 1085 s8
Step 2 Refolding Force Initial Structure Time (ns) Resulting Structure
R(s1) — s1 2 s91
R(s2) — s2 2 s92
relax R(s3) — s3 2 s93
R(s4) — s4 2 s94
R(s5) — s5 2 s95
R(s6) — s6 2 s96
R(s7) — s7 2 s97
R(s8) — s8 2 s98
Step 3 Re-stretching Force (pN) Initial Structure Time (ns)
3 SMD(s93) 100 s93 1
re-stretch SMD(s94) 750 s94 1
Two independent SMD unfolding simulations reported in Lu and Schulten (2000), named SMD(nat)1 a d SMD(nat)2, were started from the native I27
structure by applying forces of 750 pN. At various time steps the unfolding simulations were stopped and the intermediate protein structures, named sk (k 5
1 2 8), were selected. These structures were allowed to relax for 2 ns without application of external forces, resulting in structures named s9k (k 5 1 2
8). The corresponding simulations described in this paper are denoted as R(sk) (k 5 1 2 8). Finally, two SMD simulations, named SMD(s93) and SMD(s94),
were carried out on partially refolded structures s93 and s94 by applying forces of 100 pN and 750 pN, respectively, to test the mechanical elasticity of s93
and s94.
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Before the original SMD simulations were initiated, the native protein
was solvated by a sphere of TIP3 water molecules (Jorgensen et al., 1983)
of 31 Å radius and equilibrated for 1 ns. The molecular surface of the
domain was covered at this point by at least four shells of water molecules.
All molecular dynamics simulations were carried out using the software
packages NAMD (Kale´ t al., 1999) and X-PLOR (Bru¨nger, 1992) with the
CHARMm22 force field (MacKerell, Jr. et al., 1998). An integration time
step of 1 fs and a uniform dielectric constant of 1 was chosen. A switching
function for calculating non-bonded Coulomb and van der Waals interac-
tions was used, switching interactions off between 10 Å and 13 Å. The
atomic coordinates of the entire system were recorded every picosecond.
The analysis of molecular structures and hydrogen bond energies were
conducted using X-PLOR and VMD (Humphrey et al., 1996). The exten-
sion of the protein is defined as the change of the end-to-end distance
between the two terminal carbon atoms (L1(Ca) and L89(Ca)) at the end of
the 1-ns equilibration, i.e., before the first round of SMD simulations. An
explicit hydrogen-bonding energy term was used in the trajectory analysis,
with parameters adopted from param11.pro in XPLOR. The minimum
energy of the nitrogen-hydrogen-oxygen (N-H-O) hydrogen bond is23.5
kcal/mol, occurring when the O-H distance is 1.9 Å and the N-H-O angle
is 180°. A hydrogen bond was considered broken when the O-H distance
was longer than 3 Å, or when the N-H-O angle was,90°, situations that
correspond to an H-bond energy above21 kcal/mol.
RESULTS
Eight refolding simulations R(s1)–R(s8) have been per-
formed, and two constant force SMD simulations SMD(s93)
and SMD(s94) with stretching forces of 100 pN and 750 pN
have been carried out, as described in Methods.
Refolding of intermediates s1, s2, and s3
Fig. 3 presents the extension-time profiles resulting from
refolding simulations R(s1) and R(s2) together with snap-
shots of backbone hydrogen bonds betweenb-strands A and
B at the initial and final time steps of the simulations. In
simulation R(s1) (shown in Fig. 3b the extension decreases
within 1 ns from 11 Å to,1 Å, which is very close to the
native fully folded case, then fluctuates around 2 Å in the
remaining time of the simulation. Although the extension of
the protein shrinks dramatically, water molecules remain
intercalated betweenb-strands A and B, preventing back-
bone hydrogen bonds from reforming. All three hydrogen
bonds are still broken and backbone atoms form hydrogen
bonds with nearby water molecules at the end of the simu-
lations. The simulation results of R(s2) shown in Fig. 3a are
similar to those shown in Fig. 3b. The extension of the I27
domain is seen to diminish from 13 Å to 1 Å in 500 ps,then
to fluctuate around 4 Å for the remaining simulation period.
Nevertheless, simulations R(s2) did not lead to a stable
FIGURE 3 Extension-time profiles from (a) simulation R(s2) and (b) simulation R(s1), together with snapshots ofb-strands A and B at the initial and
final time steps. Both curves show a fast decrease in extension, but slow reformation of hydrogen bonds betweenb-s rands A and B. In all snapshots only
the backbone atoms and the hydrogen atoms involved in the backbone hydrogen bonds are shown. Oxygen atoms, hydrogen atoms, water molecules, and
other backbone atoms are colored in purple, black, green, and blue, respectively.
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reformation of backbone hydrogen bonds betweenb-strands
A and B in 2 ns.
To further investigate the unfolding properties of the
partially refolded domains resulting from R(s3), the s93
structure was subjected to a 100 pN constant force in SMD
simulation SMD(s93). The resulting extension versus time
curves are shown in Fig. 4, covering both simulations R(s3)
and SMD(s93). The refolding resulting in R(s3) resembles
the curve shown in Fig. 3 for R(s1) and R(s2). At the end of
simulation R(s3), the extension of the protein decreased by
;8 Å and fluctuated around a value of 4 Å. Although the
backbone hydrogen and oxygen atoms came closer in a
tendency toward reformation of the interstrand hydrogen
bonds (see center snapshot), water molecules still interca-
lated between strands A and B prevented hydrogen bonds
from reforming. Because those hydrogen bonds did not
reform, the protein in state s93 was expected to be more
easily extendible than in the case of the native structure. In
fact, during simulation SMD(s93) in which a force of 100 pN
was applied, the extension reached a peak of 7 Å in 300 ps
and later fluctuated around 5 Å. Theb-strands A and B
separated further (as seen in the right snapshot) to provide a
transitional extension before the main unfolding event.
Fig. 5 shows the hydrogen bond energy versus time for all
hydrogen bonds betweenb-strands A and B. As one can
see, the energy of the hydrogen bond between E3(O) and
S26(H) is always higher than21 kcal/mol, i.e., this bond
remains in a ruptured state. Hydrogen bonds K6(H)-E24(O)
and K6(O)-E24(H) show energy fluctuations around21
kcal/mol, i.e., they are stronger than the E3(O)-S26(H)
bond, yet these bonds cannot be considered to have stably
reformed.
Refolding of intermediate s4 to s8
Fig. 6 presents the extension versus time profile from the
contiguous simulations R(s4) and SMD(s94), together with
snapshots of backbone hydrogen bonds betweenb-strands
A and B andb-strands A9-G. During simulation R(s4) the
domain gradually became more compact, with its extension
decreasing from over 15 Å to 0 Å, the native folded length.
At the end of the 2-ns refolding simulation, one hydrogen
bond between A-B, K6(O)-E24(H) (see bottom right snap-
shot), stably reformed; five of the six hydrogen bonds
connecting A9 and G stably reformed, except the bond
between Y9(O) and N83(H) (see upper right snapshot).
There is no water molecule observed within 3 Å of the
hydrogen and oxygen atoms that pairs these stably reformed
hydrogen bonds. In simulation SMD(s94), the protein, under
FIGURE 4 Time development of extension of a prestretched I27 domain in simulations R(s3) (black) and SMD(s93) (red), together with snapshots of
backbone hydrogen bonds betweenb-strand A and B at various stages of the simulations. The left snapshot shows theb-s rands A and B of the initial
structure of refolding s3. After 2-ns relaxation (center snapshot), the extension of the protein has decreased from;12.5 Å to;4 Å. The protein was then
stretched by applying a constant force of 100 pN, and reached an extension of;5 Å (right snapshot). Oxygen atoms, hydrogen atoms, water molecules,
and other backbone atoms are colored in purple, black, green, and blue, respectively.
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a force of 750 pN, extends by 10 Å in,10 ps, then
fluctuates in the middle plateau region for;500 ps. After
this, the protein crosses the main unfolding energy barrier
(at ;2.5 ns). The right snapshot in Fig. 6 was made when
the hydrogen bonds betweenb-strands A9 and G were
ruptured again, and water molecules attacked backbone
oxygens and hydrogens to form protein-water hydrogen
bonds.
The energy of individual interstrand hydrogen bonds was
monitored during simulation R(s4), as shown in Fig. 7.
Hydrogen bonds betweenb-strands A and B displayed a
tendency to be stably reformed, except for the bond between
E3(O) and S26(H). The bond K6(H)-E24(O) reforms (the
energy is,21 kcal/mol) at;200 ps, but breaks after 1 ps.
It reaches a more favorable low energy configuration at
;1600 ps and stays there for;200 ps. The bond then
breaks again and is found to fluctuate between formed and
broken states for the remaining time of the simulation. The
other bond between K6 and E24, K6(O)-E24(H), is adjusted
to a configuration with a bond energy lower than23 kcal/
mol in ,200 ps; it then fluctuates between formed and
broken states until it is stabilized. No water molecule forms
a hydrogen bond with either K6(O) or E24(H) at the end of
simulation R(s4).
Hydrogen bonds betweenb-strand A9 and G show a
stronger tendency to reform, except for the one between
hydrogen bond partners Y9(O) and N83(H), located at the
end of the A9-G strands. The four hydrogen bonds, V11(H)-
N83(O), V11(O)-K85(H), V13(H)-K85(O), and V13(O)-
K87(H) reform in ,200 ps and are stable after the refor-
mation. It takes hydrogen bond V15(H)-K87(O) 400 ps to
reform. After the 2-ns simulation R(s4), five of the six
hydrogen bonds between A9 and G are reformed.
Although none of three hydrogen bonds between
b-strands A and B stably forms in simulations R(s5), R(s6),
and R(s7), results of hydrogen bond formation between
b-strands A9 and G from these simulations are similar to
those from R(s4). The three hydrogen bonds, V11(H)-
N83(O), V11(O)-N83(H), and V13(H)-K85(O), located in
the middle of the hydrogen bond cluster between A9-G
strands, reform faster than the three H-bonds, V13(O)-
K87(H), V15(H)-K87(O), and Y9(O)-N83(H) located at the
FIGURE 5 Backbone hydrogen bond energies versus time for individual hydrogen bonds betweenb-stra ds A and B.Top row: simulation R(s1); middle
row: simulation R(s2); bottom row: simulation R(s3).
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edges of the hydrogen bond cluster. However, in simulation
R(s8) none of the hydrogen bonds has been found to reform
over a 2-ns time period, though the extension of the protein
decreased from 23 Å to;9 Å. Five of the six broken A9-G
backbone hydrogen bonds in R(s8), however, were observed
to shorten their O-H distance from 10–13 Å to 7–10 Å,
demonstrating a tendency for reformation.
Summary of refolding simulations R(s1) to R(s8)
Simulations R(s1) to R(s3) were performed to simulate the
refolding of A-B b-strands. The simulations R(s4) to R(s8)
simulated the reformation of hydrogen bonds between both
A-B strands and A9-G strands. In Table 2 we have summa-
rized the reformation of hydrogen bonds and overall exten-
sion from all eight refolding simulations. We consider a
hydrogen bond stably reformed if the bond energy has been
,21 kcal/mol for over 500 ps during the second half of the
simulation period, i.e., the period from 1 ns to 2 ns. The
three hydrogen bonds betweenb-strands A and B have
seldom been stably reformed, except for one case in R(s4),
as shown in Fig. 7. However, in four of five simulations of
A9-G reformation most of the backbone hydrogen bonds
characterizing this pair ofb-strands do reform quickly in the
first half of the 2-ns simulation period, and then stay in an
energetically favorable configuration (,21 kcal/mol) for
over 500 ps for the rest of time, especially those located in
the middle of the hydrogen bond cluster.
In all simulations except R(s8) the domain length shrinks
to a near-native level. In R(s4), whereb-strands A9-G re-
form stably and one hydrogen bond inb-strand A-B re-
forms, the domain refolds and fluctuates around its native
folded length. Six simulations for whichb-strands A-B
become not stably bonded reveal an overall extension that is
longer by 2 to 5 Å than the native fold. In R(s8), where both
b-strands A9-G andb-strands A-B do not reform, the ex-
tension is 9 Å longer than for the native fold. This obser-
vation indicates that the extension of the protein can serve
well as the reaction coordinate in the unfolding process.
DISCUSSION
Starting from the partially stretched I27 domain, the refold-
ing simulations showed that the reformation ofb-sheet AB
FIGURE 6 Extension versus time profiles from simulations R(s4) (black) and SMD(s94) (red), together with snapshots ofb-strands A and B andb-strands
A9 and G at various stages during the simulations. The left snapshots showb-strands A and B (bottom left) andb-strands A9-G (upper left) of the initial
structure s4. After 2-ns relaxation, the extension of the domain decreased from over 15 Å, to a value of;0 Å. One hydrogen bond between A and B (bottom
center) and five hydrogen bonds between A9 and G (upper right) have stably reformed. The protein was then stretched by applying a constant force of 750
pN. The bottom right snapshot ofb-strands A9 and G was captured when the hydrogen bonds betweenb-strands A9–G were broken again and water
molecules formed hydrogen bonds with backbone oxygens and hydrogens. Oxygen atoms, hydrogen atoms, and water molecules are colored in purple,
black, and green. Other backbone atoms in snapshots of A and B and A9 and G are colored in blue and red, respectively.
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andb-sheet A9G exhibit different characteristics. Compar-
ing the current study with the 1-ns equilibration described in
Lu and Schulten (2000), it is interesting to notice that the
more stable a hydrogen bond appeared during equilibration,
the easier this hydrogen bond reforms stably during refold-
ing. In both equilibration and refolding simulations, the
hydrogen bonds between the same pair ofb-strands showed
a certain cooperativeness. The larger number of hydrogen
FIGURE 7 Fluctuation of interstrand hydrogen bonds betweenb-strands A and B, andb-strands A9 and G during simulation R(s4). Hydrogen bonds
between A9 and G reform in 500 ps, except the one between Y9 and N83, which never reforms during 2-ns simulation. Hydrogen bonds betweenb-strands
A and B have a tendency to reform, except the one between E3 and S26, but remain unstable and are easily disrupted during the simulations.
TABLE 2 Hydrogen bonding and overall extension after refolding
Refolding
Simulations
AB H-bonds A9G H-bonds Extension (Å)
Reformed Stabilized Reformed Stabilized Initial Final
R(s1) 3 0 – – 11 2
R(s2) 2 0 – – 13 4
R(s3) 3 0 – – 12 4
R(s4) 2 1 6 5 15 0
R(s5) 2 0 6 5 16 5
R(s6) 1 0 5 5 16 3
R(s7) 2 0 5 4 17 5
R(s8) 0 0 0 0 23 9
A summary of the number of reformed hydrogen bonds between A and B strands and A9-G strands and the extension of the I27 domain in eight refolding
simulations R(sk) (k 5 1 2 8), respectively. A hydrogen bond is defined as reformed if the value of its hydrogen bond energy has ever been,21 kcal/mol
during the 2-ns refolding simulation, and it is counted as a stably reformed hydrogen bond if the energy of the bond has been,21 kcal/mol for over 500
ps during the second half of the simulation period, i.e., from 1 ns to 2 ns. The final extension is calculated by averaging the extension of the protein ovr
the last 500 ps in a simulation.
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bonds involved inb-sheet A9G than those inb-sheet AB
may determine whyb-sheet A9G reforms much faster than
b-sheet AB.
AFM experiments revealed a small transitional extension
of I27 tandem repeats before the main unfolding event
(Marszalek et al., 1999). This humplike extension of 6.6 Å
per module was suggested to correspond to the unfolding of
hydrogen bonds betweenb-strands A and B, and further
analysis implied that an average time period of 40 ms must
pass before I27 can fully refold from this intermediate. Our
refolding simulations of intermediates with broken inter-
strand hydrogen bonds betweenb-strands A and B demon-
strated a decrease in the extension of I27, from a configu-
ration of early forced unfolding to close to its native fully
folded length, in,1 ns, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The
energy analysis of hydrogen bonds shown in Figs. 5 and 7
seldom exhibits a stable reformation of the bonds between
b-strands A and B, except that the K6(O)-E24(H) in R(s4)
stably reforms, yet the tendency for refolding in terms of
overall domain length was clearly demonstrated within the
nanosecond time scale of the simulations. The rare refor-
mation of hydrogen bonds betweenb-strands A and B may
explain the low probability of “hump” events in the post-
initial force peaks of AFM experiments, because hydrogen
bonds bridgingb-strands A and B of unfolded domains
might remain ruptured during the unfolding of the first
module and the following unfolding events. In SMD(s93) we
applied a constant force of 100 pN to the partially refolded
intermediate, showing that the domain elongates from 4 Å
to 5 Å in ,200 ps. As suggested in Marszalek et al. (1999),
the disruption of hydrogen bonds between A and B corre-
sponds to the transitional extension of;6 Å. The extension
of the I27 domain in the re-stretching SMD simulation
shows that the separation betweenb-strands A and B in-
creases the extension again easily, which is in good agree-
ment with the observations in AFM experiments. The cur-
rent work provides new evidence to support our previously
proposed mechanism that hydrogen bonds between
b-strands A and B control the unfolding intermediate of I27.
The refolding simulations in this study extend previous
studies (Lu and Schulten, 2000) confirming again that water
plays a major role in the reformation of backbone hydrogen
bonds. As one can see in snapshots shown in Figs. 3 and 4
that characterize refolding of the AB intermediates, water
molecules compete for hydrogen bonds with backbone at-
oms onb-strands A and B, hindering the reformation of
hydrogen bonds between backbone atoms themselves. This
behavior, however, cannot be accounted for by the implicit
solvent models that Paci and Karplus (1999, 2000) used.
In contrast to the refolding ofb-sheet AB, the refolding
of b-sheet A9G occurs very fast, reforming hydrogen bonds
betweenb-strands A9 and G shortly after their concurrent
disruption. As an example, one can see from Fig. 6 of
simulation R(s4) that water molecules in the initial snapshot
of A9-G have been driven out after 2 ns relaxation and the
extension is reduced to the native folded length of the
domain. Further details of the hydrogen bond energy anal-
ysis in Fig. 7 show that, except for the bond between Y9(O)
and N83(H), the five other interstrand hydrogen bonds
betweenb-strands A9 and G reform in,400 ps and remain
in an energetically favorable configuration thereafter. Be-
cause the length of hydrogen bond Y9(O)-N83(H) had been
demonstrated to be more flexible (fluctuating between 2 and
5 Å during the 1-ns equilibration reported in Lu and Schul-
ten (2000)) than that of the other five hydrogen bonds
betweenb-strands A9 and G, it is not surprising that the
reformation of hydrogen bond Y9(O)-N83(H) requires more
time. The fluctuation of the energies of the other five
hydrogen bonds shown in Fig. 7 closely resembles the
fluctuation observed during the equilibration of the native
I27 domain (Lu and Schulten, 2000) and reflects stable
bonds. When the I27 domain is stretched further (beyond 17
Å), it is more difficult for A9G hydrogen bonds to reform
during the 2-ns simulation period. As shown in Table 2,
simulation R(s8) was started at an extension of 23 Å, and
none of the hydrogen bonds betweenb-strands A9 and G is
subsequently reformed, though the distance between hydro-
gen bond partners decreases;3 Å.
The relatively fast refolding betweenb-strands A9 and G
may be a mechanical property that leads to the characteristic
sawtooth pattern generated in AFM experiments (Rief et al.,
1997; Carrion-Vazquez et al., 1999). With this property,
even when the patch of hydrogen bonds betweenb-strands
A9 and G of two domains is ruptured concurrently by
accident, if the domain remained in near-native extension
the hydrogen bonds reformed quickly and contributed to a
second force peak in a later unraveling event. In SMD(s94)
we applied a constant force of 750 pN to the partially
refolded structure, showing a 500-ps-long plateau where the
domain is trapped in a transitional state. This passage time
of 500 ps, spent on crossing the energy barrier, is compa-
rable to what we observed earlier in stretching native I27
domains (;800 ps, as shown in Fig. 2). The close agree-
ment of the mean first passage times indicates good refor-
mation of hydrogen bonds betweenb-strands A9 and G,
eformed at the end of simulation R(s4), and restoration of
the I27’s resistance against stretching.
One must note that the fast reformation ofb-sheet A9G
does not correspond to the refolding of I27 from a random
coil or completely extended conformation, which would
take milliseconds to seconds. The simulation of the com-
plete folding process in these cases is still impossible due to
the limitation of computational power. According to the
current understanding of protein folding, a major barrier lies
in the formation of native topology. Our starting structures
are only partially unfolded I27 domains that already have
the correct topology. Thus the refolding simulations carried
out in this study correspond to the final step of the protein
folding process. Our emphasis here is the atomic level
description of the formation of the force-bearing hydrogen
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bonds betweenb-strands A9 and G, which control I27’s
mechanical behavior.
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